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BROADWAY TOWER

Worchestershire, England

| |
, A

fall without reference for
words unabridged rain

| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |

referents adrift at night
nouns like, rightmost path,
warm West Wind, warmth
dusks from within a book
to comfort me to sleep –

| |
| |
| |

what do i do with my eventual
self, my buildings: protect me!

| |
| |

and if i’m asleep or if i am to sleep
then what arrogant history rises as
if to say, smile aslant, hey you how’s
that whole four-walls-and-a-roof 
thing working out for you? i cling to

| |
| |
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| |
| |

platitudes and now, as if to say
i’m hiding inside my body,
a device rises, or the poem
appears on a blue screen; a
piece of the poem lodges itself
in my mind and i find the words:
a rectangle around me or my program,
fade out to a blue sky with clouds
bounded by chrome, a green hill rolls
and music softly chimes as if to
say welcome home, windows,
some doors open, earth or wood 
floors, a circular vent, cut in
rock, a rock ceiling, a stone cover,
a knight rolled away a waylaid 
jamb – at dawn it began, undone
energy escaping my house as
sound, a spark, tilting words
reading – bring wind and rain
aslant like sharp notes to the C
blasting my windows, gales
threw landmarks askew
heroic aghast, away, listing
somewhere on the internet
windmills to forgetfulness

| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
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i survive weather warnings
even as crude symbols accrue
weight, i dissemble, repeating:
crumble and build, crumble 
and build

another system
of signs around my body
because the old one retired

| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |

electric arc flung high,
skyward, a dark, nuclear
dry, electric arc, singe
songs slow down to dawn
but until then, i’m under-
gone, gaunt, an engine
guttering low, slowing
into a cycle of haunt 
and reclaim, my life is 
a dream at the end of
archiving pavement,
solid yellow line, solid
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white line, dotted line,
some unclaimed taunt rests,
neat metal rows, like a petal
peeled to the metal, in a lane
of white beams, lonely as a clown
lowering down the escarpment like a road,
cars gleam the curb, spawn free shapes,
dark amber around me, breath drawn deep,
shadows enumerate a floating street number
glowing in a font i don’t recognize, a sign saying:
at dawn water draws into a stem, a stem saying

a full street glows for me
the moon curves away, C

| |
moon filling or fallow, lead shining

edge, landslide rumbles past, then clouds
settle into more land spreading below
the dark, my device contemplates me as

i rise to find earth, tides
in their depth and height,
trough and peak, lengthening,
valley and crest, i rise afield
and in rising, i find light 
becoming a landscape
which is not the opposite 
of the darkness i was expecting

| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
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wood smoke, unnatural cloud, plummet and
abundance, contrary to a forest’s fiery
decline, a line stretched afield all combusted,
taut, and compromised, all blended 
wires, all light transit or movement 
to scorch, rally for collection as a forest of
pixels on my computer monitor, dark
edge across bright expanse to dark fiery edge 
or fire cuts into dark at night or by day
it’s all the same to me, on the other side
of the glass, online with great effort, curbing
all phasic slumps or hedging growls, a notch
where all else fails against data, and access fails
against firewalls all set around my devices, my
location, friends and strangers, attend to me
pinging for everyone on a solo map i created:
the password is the answer to the security
question i set when i was seven – what is
your favourite animal? – the camera clicks –

a line stretched, technical frame
taut, prized articulations –
plunging ice line or gala regalia –
an economy of rising tides failing
– the ridgeline plummets, we fall 
– surfacing the economy with
bright, new paint – such trends 
stall at becoming, and gutter or become
pointing, then more public pointing

weather occurs for 
narrative embellishment:
it storms, it rains, it is cold
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where people gather together and
repeat cycles of smoke and fire,

stocks of smoke and fire plummet and 
an economy of wood and spark rises,
an abundance of ash profits the fire tender

as i shake my body into another’s
unaffordable river view, or
desirable narrative, each forest
forward thinking, and alphabetic.

| |
i’m alone at the end, far from whatever
primordial energy built a home and
then escaped it, whatever body
found itself and then forgot to light
beacon fires upon the hill for all to see

| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
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THE CA S INO AT MAR INO

Dublin, Ireland

bells destroyed 
mid-ring, the artist

,wrought
iron bells destroyed , a tower

sounding
town

surrounding
hills , noise breaks

intimate metal
flakes, a ring of 

rust , 
red mesh rattle

patched toward
other colonies, the storm stretches

, 
as it happens :

a slow
hammering 
juggernaut

, a
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mess of arrangements between page
sound and score, poetry of the unseen
or inkblots following gentle, elaborate

curves, an 
architecture left momentarily aloft or
alone dents the surface of the page, a 
city, unwatched and fragile,

wavers with prepositions:
letters like distracted sentries link arm in arm,

punctuation drifts into a line,
sentences alight on screen like pillars asleep

retroactive wayfinding
weight-fraught bulk
waiting until dusk

at night i pretend to dream
whatever giant invisible dream
my generation is supposed to dream
while sleeping alone under the stars

moonlight creates walls for our
little house, our glorified room, i’m
slowing against my tendency
to heap trash on top of the pile
and catch it as it tumbles, slowing 
against throwing it all back on top
and again the clock in our quiet room
makes bright blue lights of our life 
a silent register, accumulating dead skin

to delay arriving at the same place
between lines of the poem, lines
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on the forehead, a line and mirror
lines i’ve cast in bronze and struck,
underline these words: a bell chimes

an effect or sleight of hand not every mutated word appears to
reach through mottled tree trunks and mossy rocks to springs,
reach through half-begotten sod and primary scorch, wooden
sigils raised and reach for me when the sentences don’t align,
your voice risen within wings flapping, wind and bells chime
behind the rain. i’ll wait in the blue between flashes of lightning

inheritance folding all light away then toward my eye like
a roman building in the middle of a rolling green meadow
mountains shatter to water inside me, i wait, like gravel 
and granite, grey smoke and steam, the banks and the river fell,
i wait until i can close my eyes against each dawn, to stream
a valid defence at last when all communication retreats

; a spectrum where colour appears to wait for me
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